The emotional processing network at the onset of social anxiety disorder: a combined diffusion tensor imaging and functional connectivity study
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Results 1. DTI Analyses: FA - BOLD correlations

Correlation between white matter and amygdala response to ANGRY (orange) and NEUTRAL (blue) faces.

Involvement of several commissural, projectional, and associative tracts.

(Result confirmed by the PPI analysis. For both angry and neutral face processing, increased functional connectivity between left amygdala and distributed regions including prefrontal/prefrontal cortices, and ventral anterior cingulate cortex.)

Results 2. DCM Network Analysis and correlation with SAD indices

Following the structural and functional connectivity results, the DCM models for both angry and neutral facial expressions included 5 nodes (see picture). The final optimised DCM models were:

1. How does amygdala activity during facial emotional processing relate to structural and functional connectivity?
2. What is the effective connectivity architecture underlying emotional face processing in adolescence?
3. How does SAD and its developmental indices influence this functional architecture?

Experimental Hypotheses

Methods

Our sample is composed of 19 subjects (mean age 14.8±1.1 years; 7 girls), part of a longitudinal study on emotional processing and SAD[1],[2],[3] having the following structure:

Sample

Time Point Sample Age Sample Size Analyses
1 7-8 150 Emotion recognition task Harm Avoidance (HA) and SAD assessment
2 8-9 49 ERP (EEG) recording during an emotional processing task
3 14-15 19 fMRI and DTI measurements Psychiatric (SAD) assessment

Presence of psychiatric symptoms was assessed via the K-SADS, parent version. At age 14/15, 5 subjects (2 girls) had SAD, 5 (1 girl) had sub-threshold SAD (presence of 1-to-3 SAD symptoms), and 9 had no SAD symptoms.

1. FMRI - DTI correlational analyses

The acquisition procedures are detailed elsewhere[1],[2]. Briefly, the fMRI experiment was an implicit emotional processing task in which participants viewed face stimuli of peers showing happy, angry, and neutral expressions. Left amygdala (peak MNI: -20, -10, -20) activation to angry and neutral faces was correlated with SAD[2] and was the seed for the current analyses.

For each subject the mean % BOLD signal change from the left amygdala peak was extracted for neutral and angry faces. Two GLMs were employed to analyse the association between this BOLD response and whole-skeleton fractional anisotropy (FA), through TBSS analyses and FSL software.

Functional connectivity analyses

Psychophysiological Interaction (PPI) in SPM8 was used to assess functional connectivity (results not shown).

2. DCM Network and correlational analyses

Based on the fMRI activation, the DTI, FA-BOLD and PPI results, we tested effective connectivity through DCM Network Discovery, via the post-hoc Bayesian model selection implemented in SPM8.

Two models were created, one for anger and one for neutral processing; in both, a parametric modulator modelling the contrast of interest provided input to the left fusiform. No binlinear terms were specified, in order to focus on the attentional engagement. Significant intrinsic connection strengths were correlated with SAD, HA (age 7-8), ERP N400 amplitudes, and PPI reaction times (Spearman correlation test).

Conclusions & Outlook

1. In adolescence, amygdalar activity influences broadly distributed brain regions and white matter, mostly on commissural and projectional tracts.
2. The network underlying emotional face processing in adolescence, and particularly anger processing, involves also dorsal brain structures, including motor-related areas.
3. Angry facial expressions trigger in subjects with SAD both a hyperresponsivity of the amygdala and an inhibition of the motor responses. Such inhibition parallels the one displayed in anxiogenic contexts by both infants and primates[1],[2], suggesting a developmental and translational stability of this endophenotype.
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